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The duration of this ezaminatiion is 2 hours.

This paper has tu]o Sections and you should attempt both Sections. Please read carefully
the instructions .9iven at the be.qinning of each Section.

Calculators may be used in this examination,  but any pro.qrammin.q, graph plottin.q or
al.qebraic facility may not be used. Please state on your ansuer book the name and type of
machine usd.

SECTION  A Each question caties 12 marks. You should attempt ALL questions.

Al.
(i) Find aU solutions of the equation

z3+8i=0

(ii) Let z = z + iy and w = u + iv. Consider the transformation

mapping the z-plane
maps to the circle

1
w=—

Z+l

to the w-plane. Sho~v that the imagina~ MS (x = O) in the z-plane

U2+V2–U=O

in the w-plane.  What is the image of the set {z : Re(z)  > O} ?
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A2.
(i) Find the value of each of the following limits:

(ii) Let ~ = u+ iv be a complex function of a comples variable z = z + iy. Write down the
Cauchy-Riemann  auations satisfied by u and v at points where ~ is complex differentiable.
Find the real and i~ginary
satisfy the Cauchy-Rernann

A3.
(i) Lt

Find the Taylor
this series ?

(ii) Let

parts u and v of the &ction ~(z) = ezz and verify that they
equations for au values

series for ~ about the point z = O.

Find the Laurent series for g about the singularity z
of g at this point ?

A4.
De&e  what is meant by the inte.gml of a complex

of z.

What is the radius of convergence of

= 1. What is the value of the residue

function ~ along a piecewise  smooth
curve C parametrised by a path ~.

Evaluate

where ~(z) = Z2 + (Z)2 and C is the straight line path along the imaginary axis from
Z=–itoz=+i.

A5.
Evaluate

J

1
dz

~ Z(Z2 +4)

where C is the positively oriented circle with centre z = 1 and radius r, in each of the two
foUowing cases:

(i) r = 1/2;
(ii) r =2.
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SECTION B Each question reties 20 marh. You may attempt all questions but ody
marh for the best TWO questions will be counted.

B6.
mat are meant by the statements that a function $ : C ~ C is differentiable at a
point Z. G C, and that ~ is homomorphic on an open set U c C ? Prove that if ~ is
differentiable at Z. then the Cauchy-Mernann equations are satisfied there. Deduce that
if j is homomorphic on an open set U then the real and imaginary parts u and v of t are
harmonic on U.

Let u : R2 + R be the function

U(z, y) = Z(29 + 1)

Show that u is h-onic, find a harmonic conjugate v for u, and hence or otherwise find
a homomorphic function ~ : C ~ C such that u is the real pti of f.

B7.
State Cauchy ’s Theorem and e~lain briefly why it fo~ows horn ttis theorem that if f k
homomorphic on the region between two simple closed contours Cl and C2, where C2 is in
the interior of the region bounded by Cl, then

/
f(z)dz =

I
f(z)dz

c1 C2

Let @ be a function homomorphic on and eve~here  inside a simple closed contour C.
State and prove Cauch~’s Inte,9ml Formula  for the value of @ at any point Z. inside C.
[You wy wume that for a small circle C’ haviW Z. as centre  JC, &dz = 2Ki.)  Utig
Cauchy’s lnt~al Forrnda, or otherwise,  compute the value of

I ez
Cz+l

where C is the (positively oriented)  circle having centre z = O and radius 2.
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B8.
(i) Cauchy’s Inquality  states that if ~ is homomorphic on and inside a title C with centre
Z. and radius R then

where ~R is the maximum value of I ~(z)] among points z lying on the circle
ing Cauchy’s Inquahty  prove Liouville 7s Theorem  that any entire bounded
constant, and hence or otherwise prove the fundamental Theorem o,f A1.9ebra.

C. Assum-
function is

(ii) State Rouch47s Theorem.  How many zeros (counted  with multiphcityj does the ~ly-
no~

p(z)= z4–5z2+8z–l

have in the annulus {z :1< Izl <3} ? .

B9.
[i) Define what is m=nt  by an @olatd singularity of a complex function ~, defie the three
types of isolated singularity, and detie the residue of ~ at such a singtiarity.

Let

f(z) =
Sin(xz)

Z(2Z – 1)

mat are the types of the singularities of ~ at z = O and at z = 1/2 ?

(ii) Evaluate the real integral

J“—m (X2 + 1)(Z:  - 2%+ 2)dz

End of examination paper
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